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Abstract
The syntactic log-odds ratio (SLOR), a
surprisal-based measure estimated from pre-
trained language models (LMs) has been pro-
posed as a linking function for human sentence
acceptability judgments, a widespread measure
of linguistic knowledge in experimental linguis-
tics. We test this proposal in three steps: by
examining whether SLOR values estimated by
GPT-2 Small predict human acceptability judg-
ments; by asking whether satiation effects ob-
served in human judgments are also exhibited
by fine-tuned LMs; and by testing whether sati-
ation effects generalize in qualitatively similar
ways in the model compared to humans. We
show that SLOR in general predicts acceptabil-
ity, but there is a significant amount of variance
in acceptability data that SLOR fails to capture.
SLOR also fails to capture certain patterns of
satiation and generalization. Our results chal-
lenge the idea that surprisal alone, via a SLOR
linking function, constitutes an accurate model
for human acceptability judgments.

1 Introduction

Judgments of a sentence’s acceptability are com-
monly interpreted as a reflection of linguistic
knowledge. For example, native English speak-
ers find sentences like *What did John hear the
rumor that Mary ate? much less acceptable than
sentences like What did John hear that Mary ate?.
These kinds of acceptability judgments by native
speakers have been widely used to inform linguis-
tic theories. For example, based on the acceptabil-
ity contrast in the aforementioned two sentences,
linguists have proposed syntactic constraints (in
this case, the “complex-NP island constraint”) to
rule out the first sentence as ungrammatical (Ross,
1967).

Despite the widespread use of acceptability judg-
ments as a source of evidence to inform linguis-
tic theories, the cognitive mechanisms involved in

*These authors contributed equally.

generating these judgments are rather poorly un-
derstood (Schütze, 1996; Sprouse, 2018; Francis,
2022). Past linguistic research has identified var-
ious factors that affect a sentence’s acceptability,
including but not limited to its grammaticality, the
frequency of observed lexical items and structures,
task-related factors such as presentation order, and
subject-related factors such as literacy and prior
linguistic training (Schütze, 1996). However, there
is no clearly spelled-out model that captures how
these factors interact to give rise to an acceptability
judgment. More recently, some studies hypoth-
esized that there is a “surprisal bottleneck” for
acceptability judgments: just as surprisal serves
as a causal bottleneck for online processing diffi-
culty (Levy, 2008), surprisal may also be the causal
bottleneck for sentence acceptability (Lau et al.,
2017, 2020; Culicover et al., 2022). If pre-trained
language models (LMs) capture human linguistic
knowledge, some studies argue that surprisal-based
metrics estimated by LMs may serve as linking
functions for human sentence acceptability judg-
ments (Lau et al., 2017, 2020). In one prominent
study, human sentence acceptability judgments
were found to be best predicted by the syntactic log-
odds ratio (SLOR, shown in Equation 1) values, a
sentence’s model-given log probability normalized
by its length and its probability based on its lexical
items’ unigram probabilities (Lau et al., 2017): 1

SLOR =
log pm(s)−∑

w∈s log pu(w)
|s| (1)

Here, pm(s) is the probability of a sentence s as
estimated by the model (calculated as the product
of the model-estimated transition probability for
each word), pu(w) is the unigram probability of
a word w in s, and |s| is the sentence’s length in
words. SLOR achieved the best correlation with

1SLOR was first proposed by Pauls and Klein (2012) for a
different task.
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sentence acceptability ratings among a variety of
surprisal-based metrics.

In the present study, we revisit the hypothesis
that SLOR estimates from pre-trained LMs pro-
vide a good linking function for acceptability judg-
ments. We do so in three ways: first, we replicate
the correlation between SLOR and sentence accept-
ability ratings using a more up-to-date LM than
that used by Lau et al. (2017). Second, we move
beyond one-shot acceptability ratings and investi-
gate whether the changes in SLOR after fine-tuning
predict the changes in human acceptability judg-
ments in response to exposure (i.e. the “satiation
effect”: Snyder, 2000; Chaves and Dery, 2019; Lu
et al., 2021, inter alia). Third, we test whether fine-
tuning the model with one sentence type leads to
SLOR increase in a different but structurally re-
lated sentence type, replicating the generalization
of satiation effects found in human acceptability
judgment data (Lu et al., 2022).2

If the pre-trained LM approximates human lin-
guistic knowledge and its SLOR estimates consti-
tute a good linking function for human sentence ac-
ceptability judgments, SLOR values should corre-
late with acceptability judgments and demonstrate
both human-like satiation effects and the general-
ization of satiation effects – both of which are phe-
nomena that have been shown to reliably emerge in
human acceptability judgment tasks (Snyder, 2000;
Chaves and Dery, 2019; Lu et al., 2021, 2022).

2 Experiment 1: SLOR Predicts
Acceptability

Experiment 1 aims to replicate Lau et al. (2017)’s
finding that SLOR predicts sentence acceptability
judgments using GPT-2 Small. We chose GPT-2
Small as opposed to other larger pre-trained LMs
because GPT-2 Small’s surprisal estimates have
been shown to best predict human reading time
data among the GPT family (Oh and Schuler, 2023),
suggesting that it is a more plausible candidate for
a model that captures human linguistic knowledge
than its relatives. Furthermore, it has been shown
that GPT-2 demonstrates more human-like perfor-
mance in forced-choice judgment tasks with mini-
mal pair sentences involving island violations than
other LLMs such as LSTM and Transformer-XL
(Warstadt et al., 2020).3

2All datasets and scripts can be found here:
https://github.com/jmerch/slor-acceptability-satiation.

3In Lau et al. (2017), the models tested were 2/3/4-gram
models, BHMM, 2-tier BHMM, LDAHMM, and RNNLM,

2.1 Method and Procedure

We obtained the SLOR values for a wide range of
sentences selected from recent studies that reported
human acceptability judgment results (examples
shown in Table 1). All SLOR values were calcu-
lated based on the surprisal estimates for the test
sentences from a pre-trained GPT-2 Small model
(Radford et al., 2019).4 If GPT-2 Small indeed cap-
tures human linguistic knowledge, and if the SLOR
values estimated by LMs constitute a good linking
function for sentence acceptability judgments as
suggested in previous studies, the computed SLOR
values should predict the acceptability judgments
from the human experiments.

Figure 1: Plot of human acceptability judgments against
model SLOR values. Error bars represent 95% boot-
strapped confidence intervals. Points representing the
three sentence types used as critical conditions in Ex-
periments 2 and 3 (Complex-NP island, subject island,
and whether-island) are labelled with text.

2.2 Results and Discussion

For the purpose of analysis, all human acceptability
judgments from the original studies were linearly

pre-trained on the BNC corpus and the English Wikipedia.
4We used the implementation of the 124M-parameter GPT-

2 model from the Transformers library released by Hugging-
Face (Wolf et al., 2019).
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Figure 2: Experimental design of Experiment 2a

Condition Example Source
polar question Does the teacher think that the boy found a box of diamonds?

Lu et al. (2021, 2022)

whether-island What does the tourist wonder whether the lion attacked __?
subject island What does the janitor think a bottle of __ can remove the stain?
complex-NP island Who does the king believe the claim that the prince envied __?
grammatical-question Who thinks that the doctor decided to treat the mysterious condition?
ungrammatical 1 Who inspection did not restaurant pass health believes the claim that?
dative-match-nogap Kevin gave the children toys and Maria gave the teachers books.

Lu and Kim (2022)

dative-match-gap Kevin gave the children toys and Maria __ the teachers books.
dative-mismatch-nogap Kevin gave the children toys and Maria gave books to the teachers.
dative-mismatch-gap Kevin gave the children toys and Maria __ books to the teachers.
locative-match-nogap Jacob brushed milk onto the pastry and Emily brushed oil onto the dough.
locative-match-gap Jacob brushed milk onto the pastry and Emily __ oil onto the dough.
locative-mismatch-nogap Jacob brushed milk onto the pastry and Emily brushed the dough with oil.
locative-mismatch-gap Jacob brushed milk onto the pastry and Emily __ the dough with oil.
disjunction-match Either Juan or Marie are making the decision.

Lu and Degen (2023)
disjunction-mismatch Either Juan or these teachers are making the decision.
grammatical Julia will perform the surgery tomorrow morning.
grammatical-disjunction Either Juan or Marie is making the decision.
ungrammatical 2 The scientists a discovered solution groundbreaking to

Table 1: Example stimuli for each sentence type used in Exp. 1. Bolded types are critical conditions used in Exps. 2
and 3.

transformed to a value between 0 and 1 through
min-max scaling, with 0 representing the “com-
pletely unacceptable” endpoint of the scale, and 1
representing the “completely acceptable” endpoint.
Figure 1 shows the mean SLOR values against
the mean human acceptability judgments for all
the tested sentence types. In a linear regression,
SLOR values significantly predicted the human
judgments (β = 0.080, SE = 0.005, t = 17.64, p <
0.001), replicating the previous findings reported
in Lau et al. (2017). The R2 value of the model was
0.30, comparable to the best-performing model re-
ported by Lau et al., an RNNLM as implemented by
Mikolov (2012), trained on the English Wikipedia,
and tested on a set of English Wikipedia sentences
after round trip machine translation: R2 = 0.32).
The results suggest that the SLOR is a predictor
of acceptability. However, we should also note
that there is a significant amount of variance in
the acceptability data that SLOR failed to capture,

challenging the hypothesis that the SLOR values es-
timated by the pre-trained GPT-2 Small constitute
a full linking function for sentence acceptability.

3 Experiment 2a: Deriving Satiation
Effects

One crucial property of human acceptability judg-
ments is their malleability: ratings for initially de-
graded sentences tend to increase with repeated
exposure. This effect has been called the “satiation
effect” and has been reliably replicated in various
sentence acceptability judgment studies (Snyder,
2000; Hiramatsu, 2001; Francom, 2009; Crawford,
2012; Chaves and Dery, 2014, 2019; Brown et al.,
2021; Lu et al., 2021, 2022). Crucially, not all sen-
tence types are equally susceptible to satiation: it
has been repeatedly observed that certain sentence
types resist satiation, and among those that do sati-
ate, satiation rates vary by sentence type (Snyder,
2022; Lu et al., 2023). For example, complex-NP
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island sentences show a lower satiation rate than
other island sentences, such as subject and whether-
island sentences (examples shown in Table 1).

In Experiment 2a, we further test whether SLOR
provides a good linking function for acceptabil-
ity judgments in two ways: first, by examining
whether SLOR values exhibit the satiation effect
(like human acceptability judgments); and second,
by investigating whether the varying rates of sati-
ation of different sentence types are predicted by
changes in SLOR values after fine-tuning. We fol-
low van Schijndel and Linzen (2018) in using fine-
tuning to induce change in surprisal-based metrics
from LMs, though our study differs from theirs in
that we are interested in the linking function from
surprisal to acceptability judgments, rather than to
reading times.

3.1 Method and Procedure

This experiment aims to replicate the satiation ex-
periment reported by Lu et al. (2021) using GPT-2
Small. In Lu et al. (2021), human participants were
asked to rate the acceptability of three different
types of sentences that violated island constraints:
complex-NP island sentences, subject island sen-
tences, and whether-island sentences. The ratings
for all three sentence types increased with increas-
ing presentation order, thus demonstrating the sa-
tiation effect. The results from Lu et al. (2021)’s
human experiment are shown in Figure 3a.

Importantly, the complex-NP island sentences
showed a lower rate of satiation than the other two
sentence types. Although it is unclear what makes
the complex-NP island sentences satiate at a slower
rate, this rate difference has been observed repeat-
edly and is unlikely to be an artifact of the design
(Lu et al., 2022, 2023).

To simulate the repeated exposure in acceptabil-
ity judgment experiments that gives rise to satiation
effects, we fine-tuned GPT-2 Small models using
the sentences from Lu et al. (2021). The schematic
sketch of the experimental design is shown in Fig-
ure 2. For each of the three island types, we fine-
tuned a GPT-2 Small model with 45 sentences from
the human experiment, consisting of 15 grammati-
cal fillers, 15 ungrammatical fillers, and 15 critical
island sentences. The motivation for including the
fillers in the training set was to simulate the human
experimental experience as closely as possible.

3.2 Results and Discussion

Figure 3b shows the pre- and post-exposure SLOR
values. The model-estimated post-exposure SLOR
values were higher, by a factor of almost 3, than
the pre-exposure values for all three sentence types.
This suggests that GPT-2 demonstrates satiation-
like behavior in response to exposure to degraded
sentences. However, the relative ranking of sa-
tiation rates observed in the human results (Fig-
ure 3a) was not replicated: in the human exper-
iment, complex-NP island sentences exhibited a
significantly lower satiation rate than the other two
sentence types; in contrast, the SLOR values for
complex-NP sentences increased at a similar rate as
whether-island sentences, which was higher than
the subject island sentences. Thus, the change in
SLOR values from by fine-tuning does not reflect
the qualitative patterns of change in acceptability
ratings through satiation beyond generally showing
an increase. This poses a challenge to the proposal
to treat SLOR values estimated from LMs as a full
linking function for acceptability judgments.

However, there is a caveat to the interpretation
of these results: the sentences used for fine-tuning
and the sentences in the post-exposure test set con-
tained considerable lexical overlap. In particular,
all the complex-NP island sentences from Lu et al.
(2021) contained the word sequence “. . . believe
the claim that . . . ”. There was much less lexical
overlap between training and test sentences in the
other two conditions. It is thus possible that the
large increase in SLOR for the complex-NP island
condition was mostly driven by lexical repetition.
To test this hypothesis, we adopt the same design
as Experiment 2a in Experiment 2b but with a mod-
ified set of training sentences that controlled for
lexical repetition.

4 Experiment 2b: Lexical Repetition
Control

In this experiment, we test whether the model sa-
tiation pattern observed in Experiment 2a persists
when we adopt a modified set of training sentences
that control for lexical repetition.

4.1 Method and Procedure

The same design as Experiment 2a was adopted.
The only difference was that the training set sen-
tences were modified to maximally reduce the rep-
etition of lexical items without changing the sen-
tence’s syntactic structure. Whereas the complex-
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(a) Plot of mean acceptability by trial
number from the human experiment re-
ported in Lu et al. (2021).

(b) Pre- and post-exposure SLOR val-
ues in Exp. 2a.

(c) Pre- and post-exposure SLOR val-
ues in Exp. 2b.

Figure 3: Comparison of human acceptability judgments reported in Lu et al. (2021) showing satiation effects (a),
and model results from Exps. 2a and 2b (b-c).

NP sentences in the original training set all con-
tained the word sequence “believe the claim that”,
the complex-NP sentences in the modified training
set all contained different matrix predicates. Simi-
lar modifications were also applied to the subject is-
land sentences and the whether-island sentences to
minimize lexical repetition (see the design schema
in Figure 4).

4.2 Results and Discussion
The pre-exposure and post-exposure SLOR values
for all three island sentence types are shown in
Figure 3c. The SLOR values increased for all three
sentence sentence types post-exposure by about a
factor of 2, i.e., at a lower rate than in Experiment
2a. This suggests that lexical repetition did indeed
contribute to the large satiation rates observed in
Experiment 2a. However, the relative order of the
three sentence types’ SLOR increases remained
the same as in Experiment 2a: the SLOR increase
for the complex-NP sentences was comparable to
that of the whether-island sentences, and higher
than that of the subject island sentences. Thus, the
comparatively lower satiation rate for complex-NP
island sentences observed in the human results was
once again not replicated.

In sum, the results from Experiments 2a and 2b
demonstrate that GPT-2 Small exhibits satiation-
like behavior with repeated exposure to degraded
sentences. However, the magnitude and particular
patterns of the SLOR increase do not mirror the
human satiation effects. There are at least two po-
tential explanations for this discrepancy. First, it is
possible that the cognitive processes underlying the
satiation effect observed in humans is qualitatively
different from the fine-tuning process for LMs. Sec-
ond, it is possible that the set of linguistic features
that affect human satiation are different from the

ones that GPT-2’s surprisal estimate is sensitive to.
Either way, these results challenge both the hypoth-
esis that LM-derived SLOR estimates provide a full
linking function for human sentence acceptability
judgments, as well as the idea that GPT-2 Small
fully captures human linguistic knowledge.

5 Experiment 3: Generalizing Satiation
Effects

Another key property of human sentence accept-
ability judgments is that the acceptability increase
gained through satiation generalizes across syntac-
tically related sentence types (Lu et al., 2022). In
a series of acceptability judgment experiments em-
ploying the same exposure-and-test paradigm as
described above, Lu et al. (2022) exposed partic-
ipants to one of three sentence types: subject is-
land sentences, whether-island sentences, and polar
questions. In the test phase, participants were asked
to rate the acceptability of either subject island sen-
tences or whether-island sentences. Exposure and
test sentence types were fully crossed. The results
are shown in Figures 6a and 6b. Conditions where
participants were exposed to one island sentence
type and tested on the other (e.g., exposed to sub-
ject island sentences and tested on whether-island
sentences) are labeled “between-category”; condi-
tions where participants were exposed to and tested
on the same sentence type are labeled “within-
category”. Acceptability ratings on test sentences
were lower in the between-category than in the
within-category condition, but significantly higher
than in the control condition, where participants
were exposed to polar questions (i.e., non-island
sentences) and tested on island sentences. Lu et al.
(2022) concluded from these results that the ab-
stract linguistic features shared between the two
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Figure 4: Modified training and test sets used in Experiment 2b to control for lexical repetition

syntactically-related island sentence types (e.g., the
existence of long-distance wh-movement, the ex-
istence of dependencies violating the subjacency
condition, and others) can be used by participants
as representational targets for satiation. The polar
question sentences are less syntactically similar to
the island sentences than the island sentences are
to each other. As a result, when participants were
exposed to polar questions in the exposure phase,
there were fewer shared linguistic representations
between the exposure and test sentences that could
serve as representational targets for satiation, thus
resulting in a smaller satiation generalization effect.

In this experiment, we adopted a similar design
as Lu et al. (2022)’s human experiment with GPT-2
Small, with the aim to test whether the SLOR value
estimates demonstrate the satiation generalization
effect.

5.1 Method and Procedure

The schematic sketch of the experimental design
is shown in Figure 5. We fine-tuned a pre-trained
GPT-2 Small model with 12 exposure sentences
(one of the three sentence types: subject island sen-
tences, whether-island sentences, and polar ques-
tion sentences) and 12 fillers in the training phase.
In the test phase, we calculated the fine-tuned
models’ SLOR estimates for two test sets con-
sisting of subject island and whether-island sen-
tences respectively. If the model demonstrates
human-like satiation generalization effects, the
post-exposure SLOR values should be higher than
the pre-exposure values, the SLOR increase in the
between-category condition should be smaller or
equal to the SLOR increase in the within-category
condition, and the SLOR increase in both the
between- and within-category condition should be
larger than in the control condition.

5.2 Results and Discussion

The results of Experiment 3 are shown in Figures
6c and 6d. In both test sets, the post-exposure
SLOR values were higher than the pre-exposure
SLOR values (indicated by the dashed lines in the
figures) for all conditions. The SLOR increase
for the between-category condition is numerically
smaller than the within-category condition, similar
to the pattern observed in the human results.

However, there was one unexpected observation.
The SLOR increase for the control training condi-
tion (i.e., when the model was fine-tuned on polar
questions and tested on either of the island sentence
types) was comparable to the between-category
condition when the model was tested on whether-
island sentences, and even numerically larger than
the between-category condition when the model
was tested on subject island sentences. This sug-
gests that for the model, the satiation generalization
effect from polar questions to the island sentence
types was comparable to, if not larger than, the sati-
ation generalization between the two syntactically
closely related island sentence types. By contrast,
in the human results reported by Lu et al. (2022),
the satiation generalization effect from polar ques-
tions to island sentences was the smallest among
all training conditions.

In sum, we observed satiation generalization ef-
fects in the SLOR values estimated by GPT-2 Small.
However, the control condition (i.e., the model fine-
tuned on polar questions) showed an unexpectedly
large satiation generalization effect that was even
numerically larger than the between-category con-
dition (at least when testing on subject island sen-
tences). This suggests that the model treats the
polar questions as more similar to the subject is-
land sentences than the whether-island sentences.
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Figure 5: Experimental design of Experiment 3

By contrast, the human results suggest that there
are more shared representations between the two
island sentence types than between polar questions
and either of the island sentence types. There are
several possible explanations for this difference
between the human and the model results: it is pos-
sible that the linguistic features that humans and the
model pay attention to during fine-tuning/satiation
are different; it is also possible that the three tested
sentence types are represented in vastly different
ways between humans and the model. Either way,
these results again challenge both the hypothesis
that LM-derived SLOR estimates provide a full
linking function for human sentence acceptability
judgments, as well as the idea that LMs fully cap-
ture human linguistic knowledge.

6 General Discussion

In this study, we aimed to test the hypothesis that
SLOR values estimated by LMs can provide a link-
ing function for human sentence acceptability judg-
ments. We did so by testing pre-trained GPT-2
Small models in experiments following similar
designs as various human sentence acceptability
judgment studies, following the recent trend in the
computational linguistic literature to treat LMs as
subjects in experimental syntax and psycholinguis-
tic experiments (Leong and Linzen, 2023; Futrell
et al., 2018, 2019; Wilcox et al., 2023; Arehalli
et al., 2022, inter alia). We compared the model
performance against human results along three di-
mensions: (1) whether the model-estimated SLOR
values predicted human acceptability judgments,
(2) whether the increase in SLOR values through
model fine-tuning exhibited the same qualitative
patterns as the satiation patterns observed in human
acceptability judgment experiments exposing par-
ticipants to degraded sentences, and (3) whether the

increase in SLOR values through model fine-tuning
exhibited the same qualitative generalization pat-
terns across sentence types as observed in humans.

In Experiment 1, we showed that the SLOR
values estimated by the pre-trained GPT-2 Small
model predict sentence acceptability judgments
given by human participants across a broad range
of sentence types, replicating previous results that
did not use Transformer models (Lau et al., 2017,
2020). This result suggests that the SLOR val-
ues estimated by GPT-2 Small is a plausible link-
ing function for human acceptability judgments
broadly. However, there was a lot of variance left
unexplained by the SLOR values, suggesting that
the linking function proposal is limited.

In Experiments 2a and 2b we showed that the
SLOR values estimated by GPT-2 Small for de-
graded sentence types increase when the model is
fine-tuned on sentences of the same structure, akin
to the satiation effect observed in human partici-
pants. However, the magnitude of SLOR increase
did not predict the magnitude of acceptability in-
crease for the sentence types we tested. In Experi-
ment 3, we further showed that models fine-tuned
on one sentence type showed increased SLOR val-
ues for other sentence types, similar to the satiation
generalization effect observed in human accept-
ability judgments experiments. However, the fine
patterns of the generalization effect in the models
was crucially different from the human results: fine-
tuning on polar questions led to a greater SLOR in-
crease for subject island sentences than fine-tuning
on whether-island sentences, which are more syn-
tactically similar to subject island sentences than
polar questions.

In sum, we found that SLOR, a surprisal-based
metric, generally predicts sentence acceptability.
Fine-tuning LMs as a way of exposing them to
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(a) Human results for subject island test condition
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Figure 6: Comparison of the satiation generalization effect observed in the human experiments in Lu et al. (2022),
shown in sub-figures (a-b), and the model results from Exp. 3, shown in sub-figures (c-d).

novel sentences leads to satiation and generaliza-
tion effects, but the model results crucially differ
from the human results in the fine patterns of the
satiation and generalization effects. Our results sug-
gest that LMs, like humans, are sensitive to abstract
linguistic representations beyond lexical identity
and particular sentence structures. However, the
discrepancies with the human results highlight the
differences in the relevant linguistic representations
or the learning mechanisms between humans and
language models, challenging the claim that pre-
trained LMs like GPT-2 Small can fully capture
human linguistic knowledge, or that SLOR esti-
mated by such LMs can fully account for sentence
acceptability judgments.

Finally, the results of the current study point to
some possible directions for future research. Al-
though we showed that SLOR estimated by GPT-2
does not fully capture human acceptability judg-
ments, this does not definitively reject the hypothe-
sis that surprisal is a causal bottleneck for accept-
ability (Lau et al., 2017, 2020; Culicover et al.,

2022). In order to further investigate the validity
of the surprisal bottleneck hypothesis, future stud-
ies should examine LMs other than the ones we
and the previous literature tested with the aim to
gain surprisal estimates that more accurately cap-
ture human linguistic knowledge, and also examine
metrics other than SLOR that may serve as better
linking functions between surprisal and sentence
acceptability.
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